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This is a SUPER PLUS LENGTH NOVEL--162,000 words longOne girl who was supposed to be a

nunTwo hot twin warriors separated at birthBoth of them want herBut neither one can have her

alone.Because with Twin Kindred, it takes two...How does a girl who's about to take her vows as a

nun wind up with two hot warriors to pick from?That's Becca Malone's problem. After eating a piece

of bonding fruit cake, she wound up with Far and Truth, Twin Kindred warriors who were separated

at birth and never formed a proper Twin bond. Because the twins hate each other, Becca feels free

to choose between them...until the three of them fall into a vision of unspeakable terror...a vision

that is about to come true if Far and Truth don't quickly form a bond. And guess who has to be the

bridge between them?Becca is scared to death she's going to wind up bonded for life and Far and

Truth aren't too thrilled about the prospect of sharing her. But when the ominous vision sends them

on a trip to a rogue planet where the inhabitants live out their lives in a strange, mental internet

called the Mindscape, they have no choice but to come together in the most intimate way

possible.Becca comes to realize she can't choose between the light twin, sweet and gentle Far and

the dark twin, intense and passionate Truth. But how can she be with both of them at once when the

twins have sworn to be forever...Divided?
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I used to love the Kindred books but lately I feel as though they are the same story, different names.

This was so much like Kat's story... Twin kindred that don't get along and a girl riddled with guilt.

Just once I would like to read a kindred book that wasn't full of "oh but what would people think of

me, this is so wrong." So much of the story is full of self loathing it makes it difficult to enjoy despite

the HEA we know is going to happen. The sex scenes are decent though it felt forced... the wording

didn't seem to flow as well as her previous books. Will I continue to read the series? Probably, but

this wasn't Anderson's best work.

Once again, a novel in the Kindred series has impressed me. Evangeline Anderson has well

developed and well thought out characters that make the reader empathize, laugh and cry right

along with them. Divided was fast paced and well written with some great twists that keep a person

reading until the wee hours of the morning. We are treated to a fair mix of returning characters as

well as new, some of which will make you want to pull your hair our! Like most of the Kindred books,

we get a brief recap in the form of former characters chatting which helps catch the reader up (if you

are like me and devoured the previous book in one sitting and itâ€™s been a while since youâ€™ve

read it.)I was really unsure how the plot would unfold with Far and Truth (our Twin Kindred

protagonists) being separated at birth. I had this feeling it may turn out to be a bit hokey or forced

but Evangelineâ€™s writing is solid and she came through with flying colors. The emotions are well

written and it isnâ€™t hard to put yourself right there on the Mothership with these

characters.Rebecca, as a former nun, is conflicted and torn between her morals and the two

brothers she is fated to be with. But despite her inner turmoil, Far and Truth are at war with

themselves having been separated at birth which never allowed them to bond as brothers. There

were times when my heart was breaking for the two of them.The world of the Kindred continues to

expand and grow. This is one of those novels that make me wish I could jump in and live there.

Evangeline Anderson is golden with the "Brides of Kindred" novels. Riveting, action packed tales of

a wonderful group of barbarian like aliens who need human brides to mate with to keep their society

going. From Beast like, Vampire like, Bonded Twins: all seek their soul mates. In return for keeping

Earth safe from a Scourge of darkness, brides are taken by a world wide draft. If it's your time, you



go. Period! When a bonding is in question and you think there may be no way to see it through, you

wonder what next can go wrong...and here it is! A set of twin males separated at birth and raised by

2 very different worlds finds both wanting to mate with a very innocent woman unable to find a

sexual bond with any man, let alone 2 who fight, verbally, non-stop. Each male wants her! But only

by joining as a trio will these 3 lost lambs become a force equal to shut out an evil set to possess

ANY unmated male of the Kindred, and join to defeat outside influences set against their bond. I

LOVE these tales! Evangeline Anderson makes you believe in a wonderful world filled with

marvelous stories overflowing with the magic of an alien race of men that NEED women...the

sexually hot meetings, the love, action and growth of characters is mesmerizing! Join those of us

that have found the Brides of Kindred! Divided is Book 10, and I love all of them!

Once again I got sucked into the Kindred world. Divided has to be by far the most emotional book of

the series (at least it was for me since I cried about 4-5 times while reading) as well as one of the

longest (yay!). Originally I was skeptical about starting the series in the first place - I wasnt a fan of

sci fi but a good friend convinced me to give the series a try...so I did. And now waiting for each

installment makes me anxious like some addict awaiting their next fix -- Divided was well worth the

waitEvangeline Anderson is a mastermind when it comes to creating not only characters with great

chemistry but also has the ability to paint the Kindred world as if one is watching a movie.In this

installment of the series, we follow Becca (a girl who nearly became a nun) as well as Twin Kindred,

Truth and Far (whom were separated at birth and recently found each other). The twins aren't on

the best of terms; due to their separation they were never able to form a proper bond which left

them hating each other. Far was raised on Twin Moons - Twin Kindred home world, while Truth was

raised on Pax - home world of Rai'ku; a race with animalistic nature and very strict rules. A run in

with Becca after she accidentally eats bonding fruit cake at a wedding, forced the twins to work

together in order to aid her in a rather embarrassing predicament. Each male wants Becca for

himself and has no intention of sharing though it goes against the Twin Kindred way. Now Becca is

forced to choose between the two males - but how can she? Her decision is put on a back burner

when the Kindred Mothership is attacked by a dark force effecting only the Unmated Kindred Males

and the trio are the only ones who can find the cure.Each character has their own demons of the

past to deal with yet they have to work together in order to save the Unmated Kindred Males - can

they do it or will the task be too difficult? Find out for yourself
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